
Lucy Branch 

 
  

 
Location: Adelaide, Australia 

 
Role: Gymnast (State Level Representative) 

 
Major responsibilities: Works as a legal assistant. Just bought a house 

 
Demographics: 

 
•19 years old. 

•Single 
 

Languages: English 
 

Profile: Lucy is a gymnast with over ten years competitive experience. She specialises in the floor routine 

and has represented her state of South Australia in the last two Australian Gymnastics championships, 

finishing 20th and 11th respectively. In 2010 she became South Australian champion, but has been unable 

to convert that success at a higher level. 
 

Although, a dedicated trainer, she is increasingly finding it more difficult to balance work commitments 

with her training regime and therefore putting pressure on herself. She is training hard for the next 

Australian Championships with a new routine which includes some tricky choreography to be mastered. 

She believe this new routine will help her get into the top 10 for this year’s championships. 
 

Personality: Lucy is quite a reserved person, although popular with team mates. She is deferential to 

authority figures and “try’s to do as she is told” by her coach. 
 

Notable performances: South Australia State Champion 2011, Runner-up 2012-2014, National 
 

Championship 20th (2013), 11th (2014) 
 

Spends her time: 
 

•Working 
 

•Swimming and gym work (in accordance with her training plan) 

•Painting and sculpting 



Scenario 

 

You have recently been employed as a consultant to South Australia’s state development clinics. These clinics are designed 

to improve the quality of South Australian gymnastics by a) Developing athletes b) Improving coaching. 
 
As part of a clinic you are given time on a one to one basis with athletes (i.e. without coach). In a consultation with Lucy 

you realise that there are a number of issues of a psychological nature that need to be worked upon. 
 
Most importantly, she is struggling to execute her new routine which is the most complex and technically difficult that she has 

ever attempted. The choice of music is a different style to previous routines (modern pop music as opposed to classical), 

involves more tumbles and is trickier to remember. On closer questioning you feel that there are issues with her concentration 

during execution, her confidence is sub-optimal, she is anxious about the routine and is not effectively communicating with 

her coach. 
 

The Task 

 

1) Describe the problems in more detail  
 
      Motivation – She having problem balancing work and training 
      Anxiety – Cloaked with uncertainty on her new routine 
      Lack of confidence – Her confidence is sub-optimal 

 

2) Develop a mental training program that addresses each of these problems  
 

Motivation - Goal setting  
 
     Anxiety - Relaxation techniques 
                    Imagery 
                    Pep talks 



     Lack of confidence -  

         There is a five-step strategy that can help, encapsulated in the apt acronym UPWARD: 

1. Understand exactly what caused your loss of confidence. 

2. Personal images of confidence. Clarify exactly what confidence means to you. 

3. Winning feeling. Rediscover what it feels like to be confident by mentally recreating the winning feeling. 

4. Action steps. Identify the barriers to renewed confidence. 

5. Route planner Establish exactly how you will overcome each barrier and where it will take you. 

 
  

 

3) Offer some advice as to how music could be used to help her  

 

High tempo music, especially music with inspiring lyrics or motivating associations, can help to increase vigour and 
aggression, whereas softer, slower music has a calming, relaxing effect. 
As part of a mood regulation plan, music playlists can be put together that are individually tailored to the target mood of the 
athlete. These playlists can be stored on a mobile phone or MP3 player and listened to as part of a training program, when 
preparing for competition, or during athlete downtime. 
 


